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On the Stability of Nonlinear Wheel-Slip Zero
Dynamics in Traction Control Systems

Elias Reichensdörfer , Dirk Odenthal , and Dirk Wollherr

Abstract— The development of modern engines with increasing
power, fast dynamics, and responsiveness, as well as changes in
system architecture, set new requirements on traction control
system design for vehicles. We propose a robust nonlinear control
design based on input–output linearization to solve the traction
control problem. The oscillatory behavior of the powertrain is
taken into account explicitly during the controller design phase.
Previous work has not addressed this case and no results on
stability are available so far. We prove global asymptotic stability
of the nonlinear zero dynamics analytically using a paramet-
ric Lyapunov function. The traction controller is implemented
on different test vehicles and validated for different driving
maneuvers and road conditions. Experimental results obtained
with test vehicles and by simulation demonstrate stability, high
performance, and robustness of the proposed approach.

Index Terms— Input–output linearization, Lyapunov stability,
traction control, wheel slip control, zero dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRACTION control systems have received an increasing
attention over the past decade. One reason for this is

the development of modern engines. Electric motors as well
as modern highly supercharged combustion engines have sig-
nificantly more power and faster dynamics than conventional
engines. Traditional traction control systems (TCSs) might not
make full use of the capabilities of such actuators. The goal of
a TCS is to maximize traction by controlling wheelspin dur-
ing acceleration phases, especially on slippery road surfaces.
Wheelspin can destabilize the vehicle and result in accidents.
A TCS detects wheelspin and reduces the requested torque by
the driver in order to maximize the friction forces generated by
the tires [1], [2]. This force is, in general, a nonlinear function
depending on the wheel slip, which is defined as the relative
difference of the longitudinal and the rotational speed of the
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accelerated wheels. TCSs result in better drivability, safety,
and traction performance.

In this paper, input–output linearization is used to solve the
traction control problem. The global asymptotic stability of
nonlinear zero dynamics in the presence of crankshaft oscilla-
tions and parameter uncertainty is shown for the first time for
TCSs. However, there already exist various studies of different
control methods for TCSs. In [3], a proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller is used in combination with a
sliding mode observer to maximize friction. Hori et al. [4] and
Sado et al. [5] proposed the model following control (MFC),
an optimal slip ratio controller, which is also used as a com-
parison to maximum transmissible torque estimation (MTTE)
from [6]. A comparison of MTTE with sliding mode con-
trol (SMC), H∞, and PID control is given in [7]. Further
studies on MFC for traction control are given in [8] and [9].
In [10], a PID controller combined with an extremum seeking
algorithm is proposed.

There also exist several publications proposing SMC for
traction control [11]–[19]. Dahmani et al. [20] use a fuzzy
representation of the vehicle with a H∞ control design, while
Liu and Jin [21] use the fuzzy control for optimal slip ratio
control and [22] present a comparison of fuzzy control with
SMC. Also, adaptive control [23], [24], backstepping [25],
and stochastic control [26] have been applied to TC. Fur-
thermore, there exists work on model predictive control
(MPC) [27], [28] and internal model control [29]. A detailed
survey on TCSs is given in [30]. Another interesting approach
is control by linearizing feedback. Such control renders the
nonlinear system linear over the whole operating range, which
then allows the use of linear control techniques.

There already exist several publications on traction control
and anti-lock braking systems (ABSs) using input–output or
full-state linearization techniques. In [31], the classical two
degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) plant model is used for traction
control. This model describes the velocity of the chassis and
the wheel slip and is commonly used in the literature on
TCSs [30]. The same method is applied in [32] to the braking
case. In [33], a similar approach with the 2-DOF model is
taken for ABSs. A combination of integral feedback lin-
earization and MPC is presented in [34]. Nakakuki et al. [35]
present an input–output linearization of the 2-DOF model
combined with an adaptive controller and provide a detailed
stability analysis of their approach.

The above-mentioned publications on feedback linearization
test their controllers in simulation only. Feedback linearization
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Fig. 1. Slip-based control architecture partitioned on the DCU.

of the 2-DOF model is presented in [36] and validated on
a test vehicle. Wheel slip oscillations of approximately 10%
in steady state are shown there. In [37], a control design by
input–output linearization is compared to a flatness-based and
a PID controller. Based on experiments, the authors draw
the conclusion that the input–output linearization and the
flatness-based controller deliver better results than a standard
PID controller. However, even with these advanced designs,
deviations from the target slip of more than 80% are reported
for a longitudinal acceleration from the standstill on a road
with asymmetric adherence. We aim to improve these results.

II. BACKGROUND

In summary, the current state of the art for both full-state
and input–output linearization of TCSs is characterized by the
following items.

1) The 2-DOF model is widely used.
2) Oscillatory behavior of the powertrain is neglected.
3) Actuator dynamics are neglected in the design phase.
4) Few publications present results from experiments.
5) Zero dynamics stability is shown for 2-DOF models

only.
The slip-based 2-DOF model is appealing because of its

simplicity but it also has its drawbacks. While it seems logical
to use the wheel slip directly for traction control, from an
architectural point of view, control of rotational speed can
be preferable. This is due to modularity of design, better
interpretability of rotational speed at low velocities compared
to wheel slip and also due to communication delay. Typically,
a slip-based controller is implemented on the driving dynamics
control unit (DCU). The controller takes the slip error as
an input and computes an appropriate torque which is then
transmitted to the engine control unit (ECU). This is the
classical architecture for traction control which is widely used
in industry [2]. Fig. 1 shows the elementary building blocks
of this architecture.

The disadvantage of this structure is that the desired torque,
transmitted with a communication delay to the ECU, can
change rapidly depending on different road conditions. There-
fore, the communication delay between DCU and ECU can
result in degradation of performance.

On the other hand, the optimal setpoint for the desired wheel
speed changes significantly slower. Therefore, a cascaded

Fig. 2. Cascaded architecture with traction control on the ECU.

control structure can reduce the impact of the communication
delay. Here, a target wheel speed, computed from a target
slip on the DCU, is communicated to the ECU. The actual
controller is executed in the faster loop on the ECU and
controls rotational speed. In theory, wheel speed and slip are
equivalent here, as they can be calculated from each other
using the vehicle chassis speed and the tire radius. However,
it is desirable to use the wheel slip only on the DCU, where
it is needed to compute a friction maximizing wheel speed.
On the engine side, controlling a rotational speed is more
natural than wheel slip. Instead of wheel speed, the engine
speed can be used for feedback, which is available at high
sample rates. This allows even faster control and a stricter
modularization of the reference generation on the DCU and the
traction controller on the ECU. The general cascaded structure
was proposed in [38], although no statement about the control
module structure was made there. The benefits of ECU-based
traction control for modern car engines were demonstrated
in [39] using a PD controller, in [40] using a P controller for
an active damping mechanism, and in [41] comparing a linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) to an MPC-based approach. Fig. 2
shows the cascaded ECU-based traction control architecture.

This change in architecture design, on the one hand, and
the significantly faster dynamics of modern engines, on the
other hand, require new control designs. However, there does
not exist a nonlinear control design using the input–output
linearization technique, including an investigation of stability
properties and robustness with respect to uncertain parameters
for this case. Furthermore, in none of the existing publications,
the oscillatory behavior of the powertrain is considered in the
nonlinear design process of the controller.

The goal of this paper is to close these gaps and to explicitly
address the items mentioned earlier. We use a 5-DOF model,
taking into account the actuator dynamics of the engine and
the oscillatory behavior of the powertrain explicitly. In [42],
we present a detailed analysis of the 5-DOF model and the
cascaded control structure in Fig. 2, focusing on model iden-
tification and validation. No theoretical results on stability are
given therein and experiments are limited to pure longitudinal
maneuvers. In this paper, we focus on the design and analysis
of the traction controller on the ECU. We present a formal
proof for uniform, global, asymptotic, parameter independent
stability of the zero dynamics, resulting from the input–output
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linearization of the system, using a parametric Lyapunov
function. This has not been done before. Also, we show a novel
modification of the wheel slip definition, suitable for local
stability analysis. Finally, we validate the derived controller
both in simulation and on real test vehicles, taking into account
various different maneuvers relevant for traction control.

This paper is organized as follows. Section III describes the
vehicle model used for controller synthesis. In Section IV,
the controller is designed, followed by experiments in
Section V. Finally, in Section VI, the obtained results are
discussed.

III. MODELING

The equations of motion for the nonlinear longitudinal
dynamics are derived similar to the approaches taken in
literature [1], [43], [44]. In [42], we present a system iden-
tification and validation of the model using torque sensors.
In this paper, we analyze the model from a control perspec-
tive, treating its main nonlinearities as a nonlinear, uncertain
impedance.

The actuator dynamics of the motor can be approximated
for the controller design using a first-order lag element

τm Ṫm = Tm,d − Tm . (1)

Here Tm,d , Tm denote the desired and the actual motor torques,
respectively, τm denotes the time constant of the ignition path.
This approximation is valid for our use case since during a
control phase, the requested torque by the driver exceeds the
maximum achievable torque. Therefore, the controller has to
reduce the requested torque by the driver and can use the fast
firing path. The drivetrain dynamics are modeled by

�φ̇c = ωc/ iG − ωw (2)

Jc ω̇c = Tm − 2 Tw/ iG (3)

Tw = kc�φc + dc
(
ωc/ iG − ωw

)
(4)

given ωc as the rotational speed of the crankshaft, �φc as
the twist angle between ωc and ωw , the average rotational
speed of the left and right accelerated wheel, kc and dc as the
torsional stiffness and damping of the half shafts, Jc as the
crankshaft inertia, iG as the gear ratio, and Tw as the resulting
wheel torque. The factor 2 in (3) is because kc and dc were
identified for a single wheel. The law of angular momentum
gives

Jw ω̇w = 2 Tw − rw Fx (5)

Fx = μ Fz sin
(
Cp arctan(Bpλx )

)
(6)

Fz = m g l f /(l f + lr ). (7)

Here, Jw is the moment of inertia of the two wheels, rw is
the wheel radius, m is the mass of the vehicle, g is the
gravitational constant, l f , lr are the distance from the center
of gravity (COG) of the vehicle to the front, respectively, rear
axle, and Fz is the normal force acting on the accelerated
axle. The rolling resistance was found to be neglectable
by simulation and is, therefore, omitted for the design of
the traction controller (see [4], [36], [37]). As indicated by
the lever arm term in (7), we assume a vehicle with rear

Fig. 3. Tire friction force as a function of wheel slip and road conditions
for nonlinear (solid line) and linear (dashed line) models.

wheel drive. However, the proposed approach is applicable
to front wheel drive vehicles as well.

The nonlinear friction force Fx between the tire and the
road is described by the static Pacejka model (6) as a function
of the wheel slip [43]. Here, μ is the friction coefficient of
the road, Bp , Cp are the parameters of the tire that shape the
force curve, and λx is the wheel slip in longitudinal direction.
The wheel slip is the difference of the rotatory and translatory
motion of the wheel, normalized to the absolute maximum of
both. A formula for accelerating and decelerating, valid for
both forward and backward directions, is given in [45] by

λx = ωwrw − vx

vn
(8)

vn = max(rw|ωw|, |vx |). (9)

Remark 1: For now, we ignore the potential singularity
in (8) at ωw = vx = 0 (standstill) and assume that vn �= 0.
We will deal with this case later.

Another common model, especially useful for linear control
design, is obtained by assuming “small” wheel slip values λx .
Then, the nonlinear Pacejka model can be approximated by
linearization

Fx ≈ d

dλx
Fx

∣∣∣
λx =0

λx = μFz BpCpλx = cxλx (10)

cx := μFz BpCp. (11)

The quantity cx is called longitudinal slip stiffness of the tire
and refers to the slope of the tire friction curve at the origin.
Fig. 3 shows the slip-force curves for three different friction
coefficients μ including their linearizations.

Finally, the vehicle longitudinal velocity vx is given by

v̇x = (Fx − Fw)/m (12)

Fw = (1/2)ρcw Astvx |vx | (13)

with Fw the aerodynamic drag force acting on the vehicle,
ρ the air density, Ast the vehicle front surface, and cw the
aerodynamic drag coefficient. A schematic overview of the
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Fig. 4. Schematic model structure of the nonlinear longitudinal vehicle
dynamics used for controller synthesis. Single line borders: linear. Double
line borders: nonlinear blocks.

nonlinear longitudinal dynamics model (1)–(13) is presented
in Fig. 4. The mapping from ωw to Fx can be interpreted as a
nonlinear impedance, as indicated in the figure. The dV signal,
indicated with a diagonal arrow, denotes several other driving
dynamics quantities such as side slip angle, lateral forces,
road inclination, or vertical forces. These quantities basically
deform the friction force curve, thus dV can be interpreted as a
time-varying uncertainty on the Pacejka model parameters (6).
For example, during a lateral dynamic driving maneuver,
the maximum friction force in longitudinal direction decreases.
This can be interpreted as a reduction of normal force, Fz .
To deal with this kind of uncertainty, a robust controller is
required. We will use the abstraction of a nonlinear, uncertain
impedance later, when discussing the derived controller.

Two properties of Fx and λx that are often assumed implic-
itly by authors will be useful for stability analysis later. The
first one is that Fx and λx , from physical considerations, have
the same sign. In the literature, this is ensured by the choice
of Cp parameter [43].

Lemma 1: Consider the tire force Fx from (6) with Bp, Fz ,
μ > 0. Therefore, Fxλx > 0, ∀λx �= 0 if Cp ∈ (1, 2).

Proof: From physical considerations, it is clear that
λx > 0 has to generate a positive and λx < 0 a negative tire
force. This is guaranteed if Cp ∈ (1, 2), since the Cp arctan(·)
term in (6) is then bounded by (−π, π). Within this interval,
the sine function has a unique root at λx = 0. �

Lemma 2: Given the nonlinear tire force model (6) and
its linearization (10) about λx = 0. Then, cx |λx | =
μFz BpCp|λx | ≥ μFz sin(Cp arctan(Bp|λx |)).

Proof: It is clear that the above holds for λx → ∞, as the
sine function is bounded. Due to symmetry of (6) and (10),
it is sufficient to consider λx ≥ 0 only. If the nonlinear friction
model could be larger than the linear model for some λx ,
the equation

F�(λx ) := cxλx − μFz sin(Cp arctan(Bpλx )) = 0 (14)

would have a solution different to λx = 0, where equality
holds. The first derivative of F�(λx ) in (14) with respect to λx

TABLE I

STATE VARIABLE DEFINITIONS

can be used to find its extrema, given by the solution of

d

dλx
F�(λx ) = cx

(
1 − cos

(
Cp arctan(Bpλx )

)
(Bpλx )2 + 1

)
= 0. (15)

This term equals zero if and only if

cos(Cp arctan(Bpλx)) = (Bpλx )
2 + 1. (16)

This can only hold if λx = 0, since otherwise the right-hand
side of (16) would be strictly larger than 1, a value the cosine
on the left-hand side of (16) cannot achieve. �

We now proceed with the nonlinear controller design using
input–output linearization of the longitudinal vehicle model.

IV. NONLINEAR CONTROL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

A. Control Objective

The control objectives of the TCS are listed as follows.

1) Tracking of the target engine speed commanded from
the DCU with zero asymptotic error.

2) Damping of powertrain oscillations and compensation
of powertrain inertia.

3) Attenuation of external disturbances like changes of the
friction coefficient of the road.

4) Robustness of the objectives 1–3 with respect to para-
meter uncertainties and for a wide range of operating
conditions.

We assume that the rotational velocities of the wheels and
the engine are available by measurement and the engine torque
is observable. This is state of the art in modern vehicles.

B. State-Space Representation for Control Design

We define the state vector as follows:

x = [x1 x2 x3 x4 x5]T

= [Tm �φc ωc ωw vx ]T . (17)

In Table I, a definition of the state variables is given.
The system input u = Tm,d is defined as the requested

motor torque, its output y = x3/ iG as the rotational speed of
the crankshaft, normalized to the wheel. The system dynamics
are given by

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u (18)

y = h(x) (19)
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with

f(x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−x1/τm

x3/ iG − x4
(x1 − 2 Tw/ iG)/Jc

(2 Tw − rw Fx )/Jw

(Fx − Fw)/m

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (20)

g(x) = [1/τm 0 0 0 0]T (21)

h(x) = x3/ iG . (22)

In order to calculate the tire friction force Fx in (6), the wheel
slip in longitudinal direction, λx is required. The classical
wheel slip definition (8), however, has two disadvantages:
First, the singularity at x4 = x5 = 0 and second, not being
continuously differentiable everywhere. Since at standstill no
force is applied, it makes sense to define the slip as zero at this
point such that no force is generated. One common approach
in literature, see [45], is, therefore, to modify the denominator
of (8) in order to avoid the singularity

vn ≈ max(rw|x4|, |x5|) + v0 (23)

with v0 > 0 chosen “small enough.” As v0 → 0, the original
slip definition is recovered. However, this approximation is
still not differentiable everywhere. Therefore, we propose
using a different approximation for (9). First, use the identity

max(a, b) = 1

2
(a + b + |a − b|). (24)

A continuously differentiable approximation of the absolute
value function is given by

|a| ≈
√

a2 + ε := |a|ε, ε > 0. (25)

Taking limε→0 |a|ε = |a| recovers the original absolute value
function. Hence, combining (24) and (25) results in a smooth
approximation of the max function, given by

maxε(a, b) := 1

2
(a + b + |a − b|ε). (26)

Definition (26) is a variant of the Chen–Harker–Kanzow–
Smale smoothing function, see [46], [47] and also the
survey [48]. This function has been used, among others, for
solving linear complementarity problems, which appear in
specific optimization problems [48]. We propose its novel
application to traction control in order to smoothly approx-
imate the normalization velocity (9) by

vn ≈ maxε(rw|x4|ε, |x5|ε). (27)

Again, as ε → 0, the original vn from (9) is recovered.
Lemma 3: The global minimum of the normalization veloc-

ity approximation (27) is strictly positive for any ε > 0.
Proof: Since the arguments of (27) are squared, it is

sufficient to consider nonnegative x4 and x5. Because (27)
is a composition of strictly monotone functions, its global
minimum is achieved at x4 = x5 = 0. Plugging this into (27)
gives the global minimum, v


0 = 3
√

ε/2. �
It follows that the smoothing of the absolute value function

automatically avoids the singularity in (8), without the need of
an additional additive v0 term. We now continue with the con-
troller design using the method of input–output linearization
proposed in [49].

C. Nonlinear Control Design by Input–Output Linearization

The output (19) of the system (18) is given by

y = h(x) = 1

iG
x3. (28)

Its first derivative with respect to time is

ẏ = 1

iG
ẋ3 = 1

iG Jc

(
x1 − 2

iG
Tw

)
= 1

iG Jc

[
x1 − 2

iG

(
kcx2 + dc

( x3

iG
− x4

))]
. (29)

The second derivative with respect to time is

ÿ = 1

iG Jc

[
1

τm

(
u − x1

)
− 2

iG

(
kcẋ2 + dc

( ẋ3

iG
− ẋ4

))]
. (30)

The second derivative contains u explicitly. Now, we define
v := ÿ as the new input to this system and solve (30) for the
input u

u = x1 + τm

[
v JciG + 2

iG

(
kcẋ2 + dc

( ẋ3

iG
− ẋ4

))]
. (31)

The relative degree of the system is r = 2 and well defined
for x ∈ X ⊆ R

5 since (31) does not contain singularities. This
results in an internal dynamic of order n − r = 3. In order
to transform the system to Byrnes–Isidori normal form [50],
we propose the following state transformations:

ξ = φ(x) = [x3/ iG φ2(x) x2 x4 x5]T (32)

φ2(x) = 1

iG Jc
x1 − 2kc

i2
G Jc

x2 − 2dc

i3
G Jc

x3 + 2dc

i2
G Jc

x4 (33)

and

x = φ−1(ξ ) = [φ−1
1 (ξ ) ξ3 iGξ1 ξ4 ξ5]T (34)

φ−1
1 (ξ) = 2dc

iG
ξ1 + iG Jcξ2 + 2kc

iG
ξ3 − 2dc

iG
ξ4. (35)

Lemma 4: The state transformation (32) is a global diffeo-
morphism which decouples the internal dynamics from the
input u.

Proof: The Jacobian Dφ(x) = ∂φ(x)

∂x
of (32) is given by

Dφ(x)=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1/ iG 0 0
1

iG Jc
− 2 kc

i2
G Jc

− 2 dc

i3
G Jc

2 dc

i2
G Jc

0

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (36)

Since det(Dφ(x)) = 1/(i2
G Jc) �= 0 ∀x, the state transforma-

tion is a global diffeomorphism. The decoupling from u is due
to the fact that the last n − r rows of Dφ(x)g(x) are 0. �

We define ξ̇ := [
ξ̇1 ξ̇2 ξ̇3 ξ̇4 ξ̇5

]T
. Then, (37)–(39) show the

transformed system equations in Byrnes–Isidori normal form

ξ̇ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ξ2

L2
f h(φ−1(ξ)) + Lg Lf h(φ−1(ξ ))u

ξ1 − ξ4

J−1
w (2 dc(ξ1 − ξ4) + 2 kcξ3 − rw Fx)

m−1(Fx − Fw)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (37)
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with

Lg Lf h
(
φ−1(ξ )

) = (iG Jcτm)−1 (38)

L2
f h

(
φ−1(ξ )

) = −ξ2/τm + (i2
G Jcτm Jw)−1 ×

(q1ξ1 + q2ξ2 + q3ξ3 + q4ξ4 −
2 τmdcrw Fx ) (39)

and the following substitutions for the vehicle parameter
dependent coefficients:

q1 = (4d2
c − 2Jwkc)τm + 2Jwdc (40)

q2 = 2Jwτmdc (41)

q3 = 4τmdckc − 2Jwkc (42)

q4 = (2Jwkc − 4d2
c )τm − 2Jwdc. (43)

D. Stability Analysis of Wheel-Slip Zero Dynamics

In order to analyze stability of the internal dynamics, output
zeroing is performed such that ξ̇1 = ξ̇2 = 0. The zero
dynamics are then given, considering (37), as⎡

⎣ξ̇3

ξ̇4

ξ̇5

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ −ξ4

J−1
w (2(kcξ3 − dcξ4) − rw Fx )

m−1(Fx − Fw)

⎤
⎦ . (44)

We first analyze the equilibria of the zero dynamics.
Lemma 5: The zero dynamics from (44) have a unique

equilibrium ξ∗
zd = [

0 0 0
]T

.
Proof: From the zero dynamics (44), it is clear that at

equilibrium, ξ4 = 0. Now, consider the sign of Fx : if ξ4 = 0
and ξ5 > 0, we have λx < 0 due to (8) and thus Fx < 0.
However, for ξ5 > 0, we have Fw > 0 from (13). Therefore,
ξ̇5 < 0. The case if ξ5 < 0 follows analogously and gives
ξ̇5 > 0. This means at equilibrium Fx = Fw = 0 must hold
which is the case if and only if ξ5 = 0. Inserting this into (44)
gives the unique equilibrium ξ∗

zd = [
0 0 0

]T
. �

To analyze stability, we first rewrite the zero dynamics
from (44) as follows. We define

z = [
z1 z2 z3

]T := [
ξ3 ξ4 ξ5

]T
. (45)

This results in the zero dynamics in z-coordinates

ż =
⎡
⎣ż1

ż2
ż3

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ −z2

J−1
w (2(kcz1 − dcz2) − rw Fx )

m−1(Fx − Fw)

⎤
⎦. (46)

First, we classify local stability properties of the equilibrium
of (46) at the origin. Here, we can take advantage of the
previously developed smooth approximation of λx from (27),
which makes (46) differentiable. Using Jacobian linearization,
we get a linear approximation of (46) in a vicinity about the
origin

ż ≈ Azdz (47)

with Azd , using v

0 = 3

√
ε/2 from Lemma 3, given by

Azd =
⎡
⎣ 0 −1 0

J−1
w 2 kc −J−1

w

(
cxr2

w/v

0 + 2 dc

)
cxrw/(v


0 Jw)
0 cxrw/(v


0m) −cx/(v


0m)

⎤
⎦.

(48)

This allows us to check local stability of the origin.

Theorem 1: The origin of the zero dynamics (46) is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium point. Stability holds for all
physically possible parameter combinations.

Proof: The Routh–Hurwitz criterion [51], [52] gives nec-
essary and sufficient conditions to verify local asymptotic
stability. For the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial,
these conditions result in

0 < Jwcxkcm v

0 (49)

0 < Jwm v

0

(
cx dc + kcm v


0

)
(50)

0 < Jwm v

0

(
cx mr2

w + Jwcx + 2dcm v

0

)
(51)

0 < 1 (52)

and for the principal minors of the Hurwitz matrix in

0 < 1 (53)

0 < Jwm v

0

(
cxmr2

w + Jwcx + 2dcmv

0

)
(54)

0 < J 2
wm2v
2

0

(
c2

x dcmr2
w + Jwc2

x dc + 2cx d2
c mv


0

+ kccxm2r2
wv


0 + 2kcdcm2v
2
0

)
. (55)

The parameters in these conditions are strictly positive. There-
fore, the origin is an asymptotically stable equilibrium for all
possible parameter combinations. �

Since the origin is a unique and stable equilibrium, it is
natural to ask whether stability holds globally. We propose
the following parametric Lyapunov function:

V (z) = zT Pz

= zT

⎡
⎣p11 p12 0

p12 p22 0
0 0 p33

⎤
⎦ z

= p11z2
1 + p22z2

2 + p33z2
3 + 2 p12z1z2 (56)

with the coefficients as functions of the vehicle parameters

p11 = cx dcr2
w + 48Jwkc

√
ε + 12d2

c
√

ε

12Jwdc
√

ε
(57)

p22 = cx dcr2
w + 48Jwkc

√
ε

24 dckc
√

ε
(58)

p33 = m

Jw
p22 (59)

p12 = −1

2
. (60)

We first show that (56) is positive definite. In the following,
� 0 denotes positive definiteness and ≺ 0 denotes negative
definiteness.

Theorem 2: The parametric function V (z) defined in (56) is
a valid Lyapunov function candidate for all possible parameter
combinations.

Proof: From (56), it is clear that P = PT and so V (z)
is of quadratic form. Note that p11, p22, and p33 are strictly
positive. Since p33z2

3 � 0 is the only term that contains z3,
we can omit it for analysis of the remaining terms. For
p11z2

1+ p22z2
2+2 p12z1 z2 to be positive definite, it is sufficient

to show p11 p22 > (2 p12)
2, thus we need to show that
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p11 p22 > 1. After some algebraic manipulations, we get

p11 p22 = 2 + 8Jwkc

d2
c

+ cxr2
w

3dc
√

ε
+ dccxr2

w

24Jwkc
√

ε
+ c2

xr4
w

288Jwkcε

(61)

and, given the positivity of the vehicle parameters, p11 p22 >2.
Thereby, V (z) qualifies as a Lyapunov function candidate. �

Next, we need to show that V̇ (z) ≺ 0. This leads to the
main stability result of this paper. The resulting inequalities in
the following proof are in the style of Lur’e equations [53].
We propose a different approach than the classical one
from [54] to show negativity. Instead of adding an auxiliary
zero and completing the square, we use factorization and
discriminant analysis. This allows us to efficiently show sym-
bolically that V̇ (z) ≺ 0 holds for all parameters.

Theorem 3: The time derivative of the Lyapunov func-
tion (56) along the zero dynamics trajectories (46), given
by V̇ (z), is negative definite for all possible parameter
combinations.

Proof: We first derive the time derivative of V (z) and
factor out the nonlinear tire force

V̇ (z) = V̇1(z) + V̇2(z) (62)

with p̃ = ρcw Ast(cxdcr2
w + 48Jwkc

√
ε)/(24kcdc Jw

√
ε) and

V̇1(z) = −2 kc

Jw
z2

1 −
(

7 + dccxr2
w

6 kc Jw
√

ε

)
z2

2 − p̃|z3|z2
3 (63)

V̇2(z) = Fx

(
rw

Jw
z1 − 4rw

dc
z2 + 4

dc
z3 − cxr3

w

12Jwkc
√

ε
z2+

cxr2
w

12Jwkc
√

ε
z3

)
. (64)

The parameters (57)–(60) of the Lyapunov function were,
among other things, chosen such that the mixed term z1 z2
is cancelled out and does not appear in V̇ (z), therefore
V̇1(z) ≺ 0. The idea is now to use the identity rwz2 − z3 =
λxvn and regroup V̇2(z) to get

V̇2(z) = − 4

dc
Fxλxvn − cxr2

w

12Jwkc
√

ε
Fxλxvn + rw

Jw
Fx z1. (65)

Since Fx and λx always have the same sign due to Lemma 1
and vn is strictly positive by Lemma 3, the only way
that V̇2 could become positive is if the term rw J−1

w Fx z1
dominates. We now show that this cannot happen by moving
the quadratic z1 term from V̇1 to V̇2 to get

V̇3(z) = V̇2(z) − 2kc

Jw
z2

1. (66)

Observe that (66) is a quadratic equation in z1. We know this
equation is strictly negative for z1 = 0, λx �= 0 so if it could
be made positive for some z1 �= 0, the quadratic equation (66)
must have real solutions. Since we are only interested in the
solvability of (66), it is sufficient to look at its discriminant

discz1(V̇3) = − 32kc

Jwdc
Fxλxvn − 2cxr2

w

3J 2
w

√
ε

Fxλxvn + r2
w

J 2
w

F2
x .

(67)

Since |cxλx | ≥ |Fx | by Lemma 2, we know that if

− 32kc

Jwdc
Fxλxvn − 2cxr2

w

3J 2
w

√
ε

Fxλxvn + r2
w

J 2
w

Fx cxλx < 0 (68)

then, also discz1(V̇3) < 0. Since here λx �= 0 and therefore also
Fx �= 0, the Fxλx term can be cancelled out. The remaining vn

is a function of the state variables z2, z3. However, it appears
only in the strictly negative terms. Thus, if vn is minimal and
the positive term is still dominated, we are done. The global
minimum of vn is 3

√
ε/2 by Lemma 3, therefore

discz1(V̇3) ≤ −48kc
√

ε

Jwdc
. (69)

This guarantees that (66) has no real solutions and, therefore,
V̇3 = 0 ⇐⇒ z1 = 0, λx = 0, and V̇3 < 0 otherwise. The
origin is uniformly globally asymptotically stable in the sense
of Lyapunov for all possible parameter combinations. �

Remark 2: Theorem 3 guarantees the global stability of the
zero dynamics for all physically meaningful parameter values.
This is an important property, since vehicle specific parameters
like the ones describing the tire-road contact are typically
uncertain. Also, stability holds for any bounded, time-varying
μ ∈ (0, μmax], as cx in (56) can readily be set to μmax Fz BpCp .

Remark 3: In especially, since Theorem 3 guarantees the
global stability for arbitrarily small ε > 0, it follows that the
tire slip approximation (27) can be made arbitrarily accurate.

E. Reference Model and Linear Control

Control law (31) achieves global linearization of the non-
linear vehicle model (18). Since the relative degree is two,
the linear substitute model has dynamics of a double integrator
ÿ = v. However, instead of two pure integrators, a different
linear behavior can be realized as well [55], by setting

v = ÿ
!= −a1 ẏ − a0 y + b0w, (70)

y(t) � � Y (s) = b0

s2 + a1s + a0
W (s). (71)

Choosing a1 = a0 = 0 and b0 = 1 recovers the standard
double integrator. This gives an additional DOF in the control
design and raises the question which linear reference model
is appropriate.

We choose the reference model by the following engineering
intuition: the idealized behavior from u to y—the driver’s
requested motor torque to rotational speed of the crankshaft—
is an integral element with first-order lag. This is the case
when assuming a rigid drivetrain such that �φc = �φ̇c = 0
and stationary, linear forces like Fx ≈ cxλx = constant. Then,
also ωc/ iG = ωw and from (3) we get

Tw = 1

2
iG Tm . (72)

Remark 4: According to (4), Tw = 0 in the case that �φc =
�φ̇c = 0. However, this equation cannot be used in case of a
rigid drivetrain because kc → ∞.
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Fig. 5. Proposed closed loop control system for traction control using ECU-based input–output linearization.

Revisiting the vehicle dynamics equations (18) with these
simplifications, we get

ẋ1 = 1

τm
(u − x1) (73)

ẋ3/ iG = ẋ4 = 1

Jw

(
iG x1 − rwcxλx︸ ︷︷ ︸

:= d̂(λx ) ≈ const.

)
. (74)

Here, d̂(λx ) models an uncertain disturbance, accounting for
a range of wheel slip conditions at different longitudinal
velocities. Then, (73)–(74) describe exactly an integral element
with first-order lag and an uncertain output ramp-disturbance
d(λx , t) with

d(λx , t) = 1

Jw
d̂(λx )t = 1

Jw
rwcxλx t . (75)

This leads to the natural parametrization of (71) as follows:

a0 = 0, a1 = 1

τm
, b0 = iG

τm Jw
. (76)

Remark 5: Clearly, these simplifications are only valid
under linear, stationary driving conditions, which are not the
use cases of a wheel slip controller. Nevertheless, this imple-
ments the required behavior because it is not desired to change
the linear components of the vehicle dynamics. These are
“filtered” out using this reference model such that the input–
output linearization can deal with the pure nonlinearities.

The next step is to design a controller for the reference
model (73) resulting from the input–output linearization (31).
Here, methods from linear control theory can be applied. The
reference model is a type-1 linear time-invariant system and
the task during acceleration is to track ramplike reference
trajectories. Therefore, the controller needs an integral compo-
nent in order to realize zero asymptotic tracking error. In this
paper, a PID controller was chosen for this purpose. The
parameterization of the controller was done experimentally
using the Ziegler–Nichols tuning method [56].

F. Implementation Details

Fig. 5 shows the proposed closed-loop control system for
traction control. Considering now the linearizing control law
from (31), the equation still contains the terms ẋ2, ẋ3, and ẋ4.
Since x3 and x4 are available by measurement, ẋ2 = x3/ iG−x4
due to (20) can be computed directly. However, for ẋ3 and ẋ4,
it is not desirable to plug in the corresponding differential
equations from (20). This is, for ẋ3 = f3(x), because it
contains x2 = �φc, the twist angle of the crankshaft, which is
not available. For ẋ4 = f4(x), the problem is that it contains
the nonlinear Pacejka tire model and the friction coefficient
of the road, which are both uncertain. However, since x3 and
x4 are available by measurement, a numeric approximation of
their derivatives can be calculated, using a filter like

Fd (s) = s

τds + 1
(77)

with an appropriate filter time constant τd in order to suppress
measurement noise. In this paper, we chose τd = 20 ms.
This is also in line with the impedance abstraction shown
in Fig. 4. The numerical calculation of the derivative of ωw

represents the real tire behavior, so no tire model is needed in
the inner control loop. The integrator of the PID controller
is implemented with the standard anti-windup scheme of
conditional integration depending on the saturated control
signal usat and control error sign [57]. The “active” signal
in Fig. 5 is either 1 or 0. A value of 0 means the controller
is not active (which means that the driver is the controller),
a value of 1 that the traction controller takes over. The quantity
Û is chosen large enough that u+Û > Tdriver for all possible u
and Tdriver. In practice, this implements in conjunction with the
min block and the logical negation block, a switch, which turns
the controller ON if the current situation has been classified as
critical by the wheel slip detection block.

The task of the reference generator is to generate a target
rotational speed ωc,d for the scaled crankshaft speed ωc/ iG ,
which corresponds to a wheel slip that results in a tire force
close to the maximum of the friction curve from Fig. 3.
The most basic possibility is, for example, assuming positive
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TABLE II

VEHICLE MODEL PARAMETERS

acceleration with rwωw > vx > 0, by solving (8) for ωw and
to define

ωc,d := vx

rw(1 − λx,d)
. (78)

Here, λx,d is the desired wheel slip that maximizes traction
with the ground. It can be obtained using, for example,
an offline identification of the tire parameters, or by an online
tire force estimator as discussed in the survey paper [30] or
with an extremum seeking algorithm [10]. In general, (78)
is also adapted depending on the friction coefficient of the
road or lateral acceleration during cornering. For estimation of
the friction coefficient μ there also exists a variety of online
methods [58], [59], some listed as well in [30].

In this paper, we focus on robustness and performance of the
inner traction control loop, also, and, especially in the presence
of nonoptimal reference generation due to uncertainties in both
λx,d and μ. Also, robustness with respect to uncertainties in
the input–output linearization of the nonlinear plant, needs
to be examined. Therefore, we present, in the following,
a detailed investigation of the proposed control structure, both
in simulation and by real-world experiments in different trial
vehicles, considering different challenging maneuvers.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Vehicle Parameters

A description of the vehicle parameters used for the model
are listed in Table II. These are the identified parameters of
the first trial vehicle used for validation of the control concept.
In this paper, we used different trial vehicles to analyze the
performance and robustness of the proposed controller.

B. Experimental Validation of the Longitudinal Model

Numerical simulation is done with a Runge-Kutta-4 solver
and a sample time of 1 ms. The controller is executed in
a fixed sample interval of Ts = 10 ms. The controller is
realized as a prototypical implementation on an embedded

Fig. 6. Comparison between simulation and experiment. (a) Controlled wheel
and crankshaft velocities (simulation). (b) Controlled wheel and crankshaft
velocities (measurement). (c) Controller activation signal.

real-time system. Here, the actual signals on the ECU are
bypassed and modified accordingly to realize the controller.
The trial vehicles are equipped with a twin-turbo charged spark
ignition engine with direct injection and six in-line cylinders,
respectively, a V8 engine with eight cylinders.

The first maneuver we consider is a longitudinal acceler-
ation. This maneuver is also used to validate the longitudi-
nal model from Section III and the controller design from
Section IV by comparing simulation and experimental results.
The vehicle starts with maximum acceleration on dry asphalt
with high friction at μ = 1, then the friction coefficient
drops abruptly to μ = 0.1, which indicates polished ice.
This was realized with wet glass tiles in the experiment. This
is an extreme maneuver where the controller has to quickly
reduce the requested torque by the driver in order to maintain
driving stability. Fig. 6 shows the performance of the proposed
controller. In Fig. 6(a), the results obtained by simulation, and
in Fig. 6(b), the measurements from the real world experiment
are shown. As indicated by these plots, the controller suc-
cessfully stabilizes the highly nonlinear wheel slip dynamics.
Comparing both figures, one can observe a good matching
of the model with the real wheel slip behavior from the
measurement. Also, the oscillatory behavior of the powertrain
is clearly visible in both measurement and simulation. If not
damped correctly, these oscillations can increase and then,
given a certain amplitude is exceeded, affect driving comfort
or might even damage powertrain components. The controller
is able to track the setpoint while the oscillations induced by
the change of the friction coefficient vanish rapidly.

These results demonstrate that the 5-DOF model is useful
for a realistic analysis of the real TCS. In especially, the inclu-
sion of elastic powertrain dynamics in the model leads to an
additional damping term in the control law (31), which is
useful to damp oscillations as depicted in Fig. 6. Furthermore,
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asymptotic tracking with small undershoot is achieved. These
points will be further strengthened in the following section,
where the proposed controller is compared to a PID-only
control approach.

C. Simulative Comparison With PID-Only Control
In order to show the advantages of the input–output

linearization-based controller, we perform a comparison with
PID-based control. A common difficulty in nonlinear systems
is that the principles of superposition and homogeneity do
not apply. Therefore, we evaluate the performance of both
controllers for setpoint tracking and disturbance rejection at
different amplitudes in simulation. Maximization of (6) gives
the optimal wheel slip as a function of the tire parameters,
which achieves the largest possible friction force, assuming
positive acceleration like in (78), as

λx,opt = tan
( π

2Cp

)
/Bp. (79)

This value, inserted into (78), would deliver the optimal
rotational speed, which can then serve as a setpoint for the
inner control loop. However, the tire parameters in (79) are
not known exactly as these might depend on the vehicle con-
figuration, mechanical wear, tire pressure, and environmental
conditions. Also, the setpoint might be adapted depending on a
low-pass filtered estimate of the friction coefficient of the road
and the effective wheel radius, as well. Therefore, robustness
with respect to deviations from the optimal setpoint for both
tracking and disturbance rejection is mandatory. For simulative
evaluation, we define λx,d from (78) as

λx,d = Aλλx,opt. (80)

Here, Aλ > 0 is the amplitude of the setpoint for the wheel
slip; for Aλ = 1, the optimal target wheel slip given by (79)
is achieved. If Aλ < 1, the target wheel slip is in the linear
range of the tire friction curve in Fig. 3 while Aλ > 1 places
the setpoint to the right of its peak value. For comparison,
we choose a classical PID controller in this case study, which
has been considered (see [3], [7], [10]) for traction control. The
considered maneuver is a longitudinal acceleration on μ = 0.1
starting at vx,0 = 35 km/h with already activated controller
at steady state. At t = 1 s, the setpoint amplitude is changed
from Aλ = 0.5 to Aλ ∈ {0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75}. At t = 3 s,
a disturbance is applied by a change of the friction coefficient
to μ = 0.4.

We use two different approaches for the tuning of the PID
controller, which is then evaluated against the input–output
linearization-based controller. For the first approach, the goal
is to minimize the deviation of the transient of the closed-loop
system with the reference value. Hence, we define the integral
of the absolute value of the error (IAE) as

IAE =
∫ T

0
|ec,PID(t)|dt . (81)

Here, ec,PID(t) is the control error of the PID controller and T
the simulation time. The PID parameters are selected from
an equidistant grid with K P ∈ [0, 100], KI ∈ [0, 1000]
and K D ∈ [0, 2]. In total, 100 × 100 × 100 = 106 para-
meter combinations were evaluated, using a simulation time

Fig. 7. IAE contour plot of the PID controller with Aλ = 1.

of T = 5 s and Aλ = 1 for t ≥ 1 s. Fig. 7 shows the contour
plot of the computed IAE (81) as a function of K P and KI

with fixed and best found K D ≈ 1.13. High error values with
IAE ≥ 1 due to excessive oscillations are truncated to 1 for
better visualization.

Fig. 7 shows that K P ≈ 60, KI ≈ 600, and K D ≈ 1.13
will give best performance with respect to the IAE criterion
for Aλ = 1. However, since the IAE criterion does not include
frequency or robustness specifications, we only use it as an
orientation for the set of admissible parameters. In order to
refine the parameters, we linearize the nonlinear dynamics (18)
using Jacobian linearization about an operating point.

Remark 6: It is notable that this method is fundamentally
different to the input–output linearization technique used in
this paper to derive the proposed controller (31). In espe-
cially, the former approximates the actual system dynamics
locally about an operating point, while the latter linearizes the
nonlinear system, in theory, for the whole operating space.
Its practical benefits over the following local approximation
are analyzed and discussed in the remainder of this section.

First, system (18) and its output (19) are transformed to
error coordinates

ec := x3

iG
− x5

rw(1 − λx,d)
, ew := x4 − x5

rw(1 − λx,d)
(82)

and ye = ec is defined as output, while ẋ3, ẋ4 and x3, x4
are replaced by ėc, ėw, and iG

(
ec + x5/(rw(1 − λx,d))

)
, ew +

x5/(rw(1 − λx,d)) respectively. We linearize about

xop = [
x1,0 x2,0 ec,0 ew,0 x5,0

]T
, uop = u0 (83)

with ec,0 = ew,0 = 0. Note that for a fixed vehicle speed
x5,0 > 0, system (18) is in equilibrium only for λx,d = λx,0,
which denotes a slip such that Fx = Fw . For low to moderate
velocities x5, Fw ≈ 0 and, therefore, λx,0 ≈ 0. In the literature,
it is common to linearize either about this equilibrium [45],
or about higher slip values, neglecting the effect of the nonzero
ẋ5 and treating x5 as a slowly varying parameter [60]. We take
operating conditions from an equidistant grid of size 5×5×5,
ranging for μ0 from 0.1 to 1, for λx,d from λx,0 to 0.8 λx,opt,
and for x5,0 from 35 to 45 km/h. This results in a family of 125
transfer functions, which will be considered for a robust PID
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design. Finally, take u0 = x1,0 and x2,0 such that ẋ1 = ẋ2 =
ẋ3 = ẋ4 = 0. Then, the linearized dynamics at each operating
point xop of ẋ = fs(x, u) = f(x) + g(x)u, with δx = x − xop
and δu = u − uop, are defined as

δẋ = A δx + b δu (84)

ye = cT δx (85)

where the parameter dependent system matrices are given by

A =
[∂fs

∂x

]
x=xop
u=uop

, b =
[∂fs

∂u

]
x=xop
u=uop

, cT =
[∂h

∂x

]
x=xop
u=uop

. (86)

Next, the parameters in Table II, together with ε = 10−6

for (27), are inserted into (86). The transfer function from δu
to ye is obtained, with In the n × n identity matrix, by

G(s) = cT (sIn − A)−1b. (87)

The transfer function of the PID controller is given by

C(s) = K P + KI

s
+ K Ds

τds + 1
(88)

with τd = 0.02 s from (77). For the control design, we model
actuator delay of one control cycle Ts = 10 ms by the first
order Pade approximation G P(s) = (−Tss + 2)/(Tss + 2).
In addition, we take into account the discrete sampling interval
of the controller (88) by using a zero-order hold conversion
(see [61]). By this procedure, we get

L(z) = C(z) G P (z) G(z) (89)

S(z) = 1/(1 + L(z)), (90)

T (z) = L(z)/(1 + L(z)). (91)

Here, L(z) is the discrete open-loop transfer function, S(z)
is the discrete sensitivity transfer function, and T (z) is
the discrete complementary sensitivity transfer function. For
robustness of linear control systems, two common measures
are given by the maximum amplitude of S(z) and T (z),
defined by MS = maxω |S(exp( jωTs))| and by MT =
maxω |T (exp( jωTs))| (see [62], [63]). These measures have
been successfully applied, for example, to vehicle dynamics
control [64] and vehicle guidance control [65].

The PID parameters identified by minimizing the IAE
criterion produces a small error. However, in 66 out of the
125 considered operating conditions, the IAE optimized PID
controller gives MS ≥ 2, while gain and phase margin of
L(z) reach minimum values of 4.9 dB and 25.2◦, respectively.
These values typically indicate insufficient robustness of the
closed-loop system. Therefore, we modify the gains of the
PID controller such that MS ≤ 1.6, with a gain and phase
margin of at least 10 dB and 35◦ and additionally MT ≤ 1.8,
while optimizing damping ratio and settling time for all 125
transfer functions. Simultaneously tuning for these specifica-
tions can be done efficiently, for example, using the parameter
space approach for robust control [63], [66], [67]. The iden-
tified parameters are K P = 27.2, KI = 328, and K D =
0.527, which ensure the specifications on MS and MT for
all 125 operating conditions. Fig. 8 shows the two exemplary
sensitivity Bode plots of S(z) for the PID parameters found by
minimizing the IAE (81) and the refined parameters, optimized

Fig. 8. Sensitivity Bode plots for identified PID parameters. (a) Absolute
magnitudes of the sensitivity transfer functions. (b) Phase angles of the
sensitivity transfer functions.

for robustness. The operating point used in Fig. 8 is x5,0 =
35 km/h, λx,d = λx,0, and μ0 = 1.

As depicted in Fig. 8, the refined parameter set is less
sensitive to disturbances, while its IAE ≈ 0.253, is still
relatively small. The refined PID controller is compared
with the input–output linearization-based controller, on the
maneuver, described at the start of this section, for different
setpoint amplitudes Aλ. Fig. 9 shows the transient responses of
both controllers. The proposed controller allows significantly
faster setpoint tracking and disturbance rejection with less
undershoot than the robust PID controller. Also, the PID con-
troller shows a poorly damped oscillation for Aλ ≥ 1.5 after
disturbances. The input–output linearization-based controller
scales almost linearly with Aλ and quickly damps disturbance
induced oscillations even for large Aλ.

This demonstrates that the proposed controller is an appro-
priate choice for traction control. Note that the PID parameters
were derived only for the small velocity range considered in
this simulative case study. In the literature, this limitation is
often addressed by gain scheduling for both TCSs [7] and
ABSs [60], which can increase the effort of tuning. Also,
robustness with respect to large variations of μ must be
ensured, as the friction coefficient can change too fast for
a scheduling parameter and might not be available in terms
of required accuracy (see [7], [60]). The controller based on
input–output linearization solves these problems by design
as it theoretically linearizes the whole operating range and,
therefore, does not require gain scheduling. Its practical per-
formance is analyzed in experiments in the following section.

D. Experimental Evaluation of the Traction Control System

After the simulative analysis in the previous section,
an experimental evaluation of the proposed controller is pre-
sented. In the following, we consider drifting a predefined
circle on snow, a maneuver with lateral acceleration. The
friction value of the surface is approximately μ = 0.3
and the driver tries to keep constant lateral acceleration.
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Fig. 9. Tracking and disturbance rejection (simulation). (a) Robust PID-only
traction control. (b) Input–output linearization-based traction control.

Fig. 10 shows the results for this maneuver. In Fig. 10(a),
the target and actual crankshaft velocity, as well as the mean
velocity of the rear wheels, is shown. As can be seen in
this figure, the crankshaft velocity follows the target velocity
while almost no powertrain oscillations are visible. Fig. 10(b)
shows the lateral acceleration ay of the vehicle during the drift.
During 5–10 s, the acceleration changes from approximately
−2–2 m s−2, as the driver enters the curve. The controller
shows equally good performance despite the change in lateral
acceleration from the initial steering. Fig. 10(c) shows the
percentage wheel slip error, multiplied with the controller
active signal. During control phases, the average percentage
wheel slip error is 0.17% with a standard deviation of 0.73%.
Fig. 10(d) shows the requested torque by the driver and
the actual torque produced by the engine, normalized to the
maximum torque of the engine Tmax. As it can be seen,
the controller successfully limits the requested torque by the
driver.

Finally, we consider a longitudinal acceleration maneuver
on a road with asymmetric adherence. This is a relevant
maneuver, as asymmetric adherence can induce a yaw moment
around the vertical axis of the vehicle. In the survey paper
on traction control [30], it is mentioned that investigations of
accelerations on inhomogeneous road surfaces are sparse in
the current state of the art and, therefore, are of great interest
for advancing TCSs. One of the few works where this case has

Fig. 10. Controlled drifting maneuver on snow with μ ≈ 0.3. (a) Controlled
crankshaft and wheel velocities. (b) Lateral acceleration ay of the vehicle.
(c) Percentage wheel slip deviation. (d) Normalized requested and actual
engine torque.

been studied in a test vehicle is [37]. However, as mentioned
earlier in the Introduction section, slip errors over 80% were
reported.

We evaluate the proposed controller on the scenario reported
in [37]. There, a longitudinal acceleration on a road with
asymmetric adherence is performed: On the left side of the
vehicle, the friction coefficient is μ = 0.2 (ice), on the
right side the friction coefficient varies from μ = 0.2 to
μ = 1 (dry asphalt), following a “checkerboard pattern.” It is
remarkable that in [37], the friction coefficient varied from
μ = 0.2 to μ = 0.7, so the proposed maneuver has larger
disturbance jumps and can, therefore, be considered more
challenging for a controller. Fig. 11 shows the results of the
proposed controller for this scenario. Our controller achieves a
maximum slip error of 19.41% on that scenario, which can be
considered a significant improvement over the 80% reported
in [37], despite the larger variation of the friction coefficient
during acceleration.

The mean slip error on this scenario is 2.54% with a
standard deviation of 7.3%. In Fig. 11(a), the target and actual
crankshaft velocity are shown while Fig. 10(b) shows the
velocities of the left and the right rear wheel. Fig. 11(c) shows
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Fig. 11. Acceleration maneuver on asymmetric μ-split. (a) Controlled
crankshaft velocity. (b) Velocities of the left and right rear wheels.
(c) Percentage wheel slip deviation. (d) Normalized requested and actual
engine torque.

the percentage slip error of left and right rear wheel, multiplied
with the controller active signal. In addition, the black dashed
lines indicate the maximum and minimum deviation of the
actual wheel slip from the target wheel slip during phases
of active control. Fig. 11(d) shows the normalized torque
requested by the driver and the normalized actual torque
produced by the engine.

E. Discussion of the Proposed Traction Control System

The results presented in Section V show that the proposed
controller is able to solve the traction control problem in the
presence of substantial uncertainty and disturbances. A sim-
ulative case study including a comparison of the proposed
TCS with a robust PID controller was presented. This case
study highlighted both the better performance and reduced
tuning effort of the proposed control structure compared to
classical PID control. Furthermore, we tested the proposed
controller in different test vehicles on different road conditions,
including dry and wet asphalt, ice, snow, and wet glass tiles.
Also, we tested the controller for both longitudinal and lateral
maneuvers and for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
road conditions, including a road with asymmetric adherence.

In every considered benchmark, the controller demonstrated
strong performance, robustness, and stability. On the bench-
mark problem of an acceleration on a road with asymmetric
adherence, the controller showed a maximum slip error of
19.41%, compared to more than 80% on the same maneuver
with comparable vehicle speed in [37]. This is an improvement
by a factor larger than 4. Also, in the other experiments,
the controller showed good tracking performance and damping
of the powertrain oscillations. This was the case for a broad
variety of parameters, including different vehicle weights due
to loading, different sets of tires, road surfaces, and maneuvers
including lateral accelerations.

The strong performance of the proposed controller can be
explained by looking at two different aspects of the control
design. First, we were able to show that the zero dynam-
ics resulting from the input–output linearization technique
are globally stable in the sense of Lyapunov. In especially,
we were able to show that this stability property holds for
any combination of vehicle parameters by using a parametric
Lyapunov function in Theorem 3. This is crucial for a TCS,
since quantities such as tire parameters, friction coefficient of
the road, or vehicle mass are not known exactly, can change
over time and might depend on the vehicle configuration.
Second, the abstraction of a nonlinear, uncertain impedance,
as indicated in Fig. 4, can also help in understanding the
performance of the system. In general, the mapping from
the wheel speed to the actual friction force might be more
complex than the Pacejka model. However, replacing it with a
more complex function would not change the control law (31).
A different friction law would only affect ẋ4. Since we com-
pute this derivative numerically using a filter (77), the exact
differential equation is not required for actually implementing
the controller. Therefore, the actual behavior of the friction
force is captured without requiring the parameters of the
tires or the friction coefficient of the road. The remaining
physical parameters required for implementing the control
law (31), like the crankshaft inertia or the torsional stiffness
and damping constant of the half shafts, can be determined
with high accuracy using standard system identification pro-
cedures. Therefore, the proposed control structure can be
expected to deliver good performance and stability even in
the presence of uncertainties. This was shown to be true both
by simulation, comparing the proposed controller based on
input–output linearization to a robust PID control approach
and by different real-world experiments with test vehicles.

While the application at hand is traction control, the prob-
lem of controlling a rotational velocity, which is affected
by nonlinear friction, is present in other fields as well. One
example is control of oil well drillstrings [68], [69]. In [70],
such a system is studied using a friction model similar to
the Pacejka tire model of this paper. The results presented
in this paper might, therefore, benefit these areas as well.
Especially, the techniques used in the stability investigation
of the zero dynamics might be adopted to such applications.
There exist different methods to analyze stability for systems
with sector-bounded nonlinearities like the tire friction force.
However, methods like the circle criterion and the Popov
criterion for absolute stability [71] or the criterion on positive
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realness for hyperstabilty [72] require a linear output. Hence,
for the application to TCSs, this would require to treat both
the linear part of the system and the friction force as multiple-
input, multiple-output systems. This makes symbolic analysis,
in order to show parameter independent, robust stability,
more difficult. With the presented approach of factorization
and discriminant analysis, we were able to directly analyze
the proposed parametric Lyapunov function with the scalar
wheel slip treated as a nonlinear output and were able to
show robust, global asymptotic stability of the wheel-slip zero
dynamics. Finally, the smooth approximation of the combined
slip for both acceleration and deceleration, developed in this
paper, can be applied to other systems that require a smooth
approximation of combined slip, as well.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel TCS design and analysis approach for
modern system architectures used in the automotive industry.
For the first time, the oscillatory behavior of the powertrain
was considered explicitly in the design of a TCS based on
input–output linearization. We showed the global asymptotic
stability of the resulting zero dynamics by using a novel,
parametric Lyapunov function. Such an analytic proof of
stability is not just of theoretical interest but also in terms of
safety requirements, for the validation of the proposed control
system. Functional safety of the traction control module,
in order to achieve industrial feasibility, can be ensured by
requirements-based testing and verification and by applica-
tion of the standard development and quality management
processes in the automotive industry. In this paper, we demon-
strated the suitability of ECU-based input–output linearization
for solving the traction control problem.

Finally, we evaluated the proposed TCS both in simulation
and in several experiments on different test vehicles and for
various maneuvers, tire sets, pay loads, and road conditions.
Different benchmarks, partially adopted from the literature,
were chosen to validate the control concept. We were able
to show that the proposed control structure is capable of
outperforming similar concepts from the literature by a large
margin. In especially, we demonstrated that powertrain oscil-
lations are successfully damped and external disturbances, like
sudden changes in the friction coefficient of the road, are
quickly rejected. Future work could focus on investigating dif-
ferent linear controllers for the input–output linearized system.
Also, vehicles with four-wheel drive could be considered for
input–output linearization, as well as the reference generation
of the target wheel slip on the DCU side.
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